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August II,2003 

Dockets Management Branch (HFA-305) 
Food and Drug Administration 
5630 Fishers Lane, Rm. 106 1 
Rockvilla, MD 20852 

RE: Docket No. 96N-0417; Current Good Manufacturing Practice in Manufacturing, Packing, or 
Holding Dietary Ingrcdicnls and Dietary Supplcmcnts. 

Dear Sir or Madame, 

My company fully supports the establishment of current good manufacturing practices (cGMPs) 
rules for dietary supplcmcnts. Responsible companies in the industry, like ours, already have 
cffcclive programs in place th.at allow us to ensure product integrity as described in your- 
proposed regulation. Howcvcr, 1 am concerned that even responsible companies will bc faced 
wilh costs beyond FDA’s estimate due to an especially rigid and unnecessarily burdensome 
testing scheme and fundamental miscalculations made by the agency in its economic analysis on 
the impact of the proposed rule. 

The following factors arc critical to achieve a workable cGMP regulation: 1) supplement cGMPs 
should apply to the entire industry; 2) an appropriate testing scheme should be required, 
including the use of certificates of analysis, and testing at appropriate points during the 
manufacturing process to include statistically-based batch testing options; 3) FDA should modify 
sections of its proposal to be more flexible and/or to include the cxisling industry standard; and 
4) FDA should require written procedures for certain operations, and documcntalion if 
appropriate, in key arc8s. 

I also believe that 1) expiration or shelf-life dating should be required on product labels; 2) 
economic costs outlined by FDA are grossly underestimated and will have a significant and 
dctrimcntal impact on the diclary supplement industry, particulclrly the “small and very small” Gas 
defined by the FDA; and 3) the compkmce periods that FDA has proposed will allow small 
entities adcquale time to implement the rule. My comments follow. 

Suwlement c$GMPs Should ADDIV to the Entire Industw 
J strongly support the FDA’s proposal that this n11c should apply to the entire industry, including 
fobrcign firms and raw material rnanufacturcrs. Broad application of the rule offers an additional 
layer of assurance thal products have the identity, purity, quality, strength and composition they 
purport to have. Establishing tb.at ingredients meet specification in a reliable manner at the 
beginning of the process, and then rnaintai,ning quality through appropriate process controls by 
manufacturers is the most effective and efficient manner to assure quality. 
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Furthermore, raw material mlanufacturers arc the only entities in the supply chain in some 
instances, such as with some botanicals or unique formuIations, with the expertise to evaluate a 
raw material. I bclicve that by building more flexibility into some sections of the rule, hulk 
ingredient manufacturers that supply ingredients to the food or drug industries will be able to 
comply without mqior changes to their processes or equipment. 

An ADDroDricrte Testiw Regime Should Be Rewired 
T support the recommendation by our trade organization, the National Nutritional Foods 
Association (NNFA), that FDA adopt a more appropriate testing scheme to ,rcducc the n.urnber of 
unnecessary tests required under the proposed rule. Flexibility in some critical areas, such as 
when, how, and how often to test components, dietary ingredients and dietary supplements 
against established specifications, will allow me to develop a cGMP program that meets the 
mandates of the rule while still providing necessary controls, 1 believe these changes will. lessen 
the economic impact and burdensomeness of the proposed rule to an acceptable level without 
compromising the legitimate goals of CGWS. 

Th.e proposed rule appears to rely on an unnecessary cxhaustivc and rigid testing scheme. As 
drafted by FDA and intcrprcted by virtually the entire industry, lhe proposed rule requires 
mCanufacturers to test eve rv batch of finished moduct, if possible. If it is not possible to test the 
finished product, then dietary ingredients need to be tested upon receipt and throughout the 
manufacturing process. Tcsling must be performed at every level ofthc supply chain. Although 
FDA has presented this proposal as flexible, J am conccmecl that it will eliminotc many products 
from. the markctpluce that have been safely used for long periods of time. This clearly goes 
against the spirit and intent of the Dietary Supplement Ncalth and Education Act (DSHEA) of 
1994. 

1 suppot’t NNFA’s recommendation that FDA modify its approach to product testing lo recognize 
verified certificates of analysis, to allow for a statistically based approach to finished product 
testing, and not require unnecessary redundant testing throughout the supply chain, 

Verijkd Ccrtijkates of Andysis 
FDA must allow for the use of verified, certificates of analysis to show scientifically valid 
analytical testing has been conducted. Certificates of analysis are a key component of the 
manufacturing process, used by similar industries, and there is simply no economically 
feasible alternative. The final rule should require that specific and appropriate test results are 
provided on the certificate. Manufacturers should bc required to confiml the veracity of 
information provided initially plus at appropriate intervals, and that their immcdiatc supplier 
has UI adequate cGMP in place. Companies should not be required to do site inspections, 
Additionally, manufacturers should be required to test or examine raw material ingredients to 
confirm the identity of the ingredient specified on the certificate of analysis. 
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Frequency and FeaGWi@ of Testing 
I agrca that tcsting is necessary. However, I support the testing of dietary ingredients and 
supplements for conformity lo specification based on a frequency that has been established 
under a statistically valid method to ensure in-process controls arc adequate lo assure the 
identity, purity, quality, slrength and composition of individual dietary ingredients or dietary 
supplements. The availability of test methodology, the appropriatcnoss of various points for 
testing dietary ingredients (i.e., idcntjty, raw maMaI, in-process or in the finished product) 
are also due additional consideration. 

Testing Rcsponsihilitics 
The proposed regulation does not clarify what testing ob1igation.s different companies, with 
different roles, have in the supply chain.. I recommend that the final regulation make it clear 
ihat testing obligations fall primarily upon the manufacturer of the finished dosage form an,d 
that only one company in the chain has to perform the appropriate testing. For instance, 
companies which merely bottle an&or label finished dosage forms need to be held 
responsible for potency, identity, and purity, but not be required to do batch testing. 

SuDalement cGMPs Should Be Mare Flexible 
The proposed rule lacks appropriate flexibility in areas where general direction would suffice to 
produce safe and accuralely labeled products. 111 most instances, more reasonable and effcctivc 
alternatives arc already being used by industry. The following examples illustrate the type of 
flcxihility I ‘am requesting, 

l Companies need flexibility to design appropriate and effective testing regimes, For 
instance, ifa raw material is tested upon receipt, it likely does not need to be rc-tested lbr 
those same specifications when it is incorporated into multiple products. 

9 Companics need the ff exibilily to incorporate a statistical approach to finished product 
testing. Statistical testing provides necessary control as the consistency of test results and 
manufacturing processes arc verified. First, through initial lests for collformi ty; and then 
once conformity is established, manufacturers then have the option to rcducc the amount 
and frequency of testing based on the altributcs of both the product and manufacturing 
process. 

l Companics need flexibility to design manufacturing facilities to suit their operation, I 
believe, fat instance, that ceiling surface is irrelevant to manufacturing processes which. 
are completely enclosed. Moreover, manufacturers working with ingredi,cnts that arc not 
hygroncopic, such as calcium, or in arcas with low humidity, may not need to install 
equipment to control humidity, 
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l Section 111 .G5 is a good model as to an appropriate level of flexibility. This section, 
which covers rcquirerncnts that apply to manufacturing operations, clearly states the 
requirements and presents rclcvant factors that must bc considcrcd when determining 
how to best meet the mandate of the rule. It is not overly prcscriptivc. 

W ritten.Procedures and Documentntioa Should be rewired in Kev Arcas 
FDA has excluded the use of written procedures and documentation from its proposal in some 
key areas where existing industry standards require them. W ritten procedures and documentation 
are key in-process controls. I suggest they are necessary in the following areas: 1) cleaning and 
maintaining equipment; 2) individual equipment Iogs; 3) responsibilities and procedures 
applicable to the quality control unit; 4) lab records; 5) raw material handling and testing; 6) 
reprocessing of batches; 7) packaging and labeling; and 8) handling com.plaints. W ritten 
procedures are vital to eusurc uniform process control, and that employees are properly trained 
and supervised. They also provide an effective basis for FDA lo assess the adequacy of a 
manufacturer’s cGMP program. FDA should modify their proposal accordingly. 

Exairation-DatinNShelf-Life Dating 
FDA has declined to require expiration or she&life dating on dietary supplement ingredients. I 
disagree, however, and believe lhat the final rule should require expiration or shelf-life dating to 
appear on product labels. Consumers have come to expect an cxpirotion or “best before” date on 
food products and I believe this can be accomplished without unduly burdening man.ufactu.rcrs. T 
recommend that FDA include the following paragraph, which is based on a requirement from the 
NNFA GMP program, within the final rule: 

(a) All products must bear an expiration date or a statement of product shelf-life. Expiration 
dates or a statement of product shelf-lift must bc supported by data to assure that the 
product meets cst&lishcd specifications throughout the product shelf-life. Such data may 
include, but is not limited to: 

1) A  written aasessmcnt of stability based at Icasst on testing or examination of the 
product for compatibility of the ingredients, and based on marketing cxpericnce 
with the product Co indicate that there is no degradation ofthe product; or, 

2) ReaI time studies, accelerated stability studies or data from similar product 
formulations. 

(b) Evaluation of stability shall be based on the same conrainer-closure system in which the 
product is bei,ng marketed, 
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Economic Impact 
The economic costs outlined by FDA ate grossly underestimated. The economic and financial 
impact of the proposed rule will have a sig&ic&t and dctrimcnVa1 impact on the dietary 
supplement industry, Most adversely affected wjlI bc small and very small (<as defined by the 
FDA) establishments, FDA officials stated during a public meeting to explain their proposed 
rule, held in Oakland, California on May ($2003, that the rule would put approximalely 250 
companics out of business. I have been informed by NNFA however, that based on their research 
this number i$ probably much higher. Many products, especially multi-ingtcdient p.roducts, will 
no longer be economical to manufacture and will disappear from retailer’s shelves. I underslrmd 
that prices of the products that remain will increase considerably, 

Responsible companies in the industry have effective testing programs in place. But I an1 
concerned that even rcsponsiblc companies will bc faced with costs beyond FDA’s estimate. 
FDA has miscalculated costs most significantly by underestimating (a) the number of batches 
produced by companies per year; (1~) the cost to perform specific analylical tests; and (c) the 
number of tests that would need to be required under the proposal. 

Adopting a more reasonable economic burden on companies, especially by dccreasiug the testing 
burden on the bottler, packager and distributor, would give companies more flexibility to 
develop testing programs around established specifications. Allowing companies to rely on 
verified certificates of anal.ysis reduces the testing burden on companies. Allowing a statistical 
approach to finished product testing, along with allowing more flexibility in general, will also 
reduce costs. 

Imrdementatisn of the Rule 
FDA proposes allowing large campanics one year and small and very small companies three 
years to comply with the iinal rule. I support the compliance periods that FDA has proposed as 
they will provide regulatory relief for small entities and allow them the necessary time to modify 
their systems in accordance with the final rule. 

1 agree that a longer compliance period will reduce the significant economic impact on smsll and 
very small companies because they will have additional time to set up recordkeeping systems, 
make capital improvements lo the physical plant, purchase new or replacement equipment, and 
other one-time expenditures, 

Further, products supplied by small companies arc vital to the diversity, quality and price of 
products in a health food store, where most of these brands are carried. Consumers want these 
quality products, which ate familiar to them and essential to retailers in the natural products 
industry, to remain ava.ilalde. 
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Conclusion 
Finally, our company fully supports cGMP rules for dietary ingredients an.d dietary supplements. 
I recommend that FDA modify the proposed rule so that an appropriate testing regime is adopted 
and to require written procedures and documentation in some critical areas. Companies also 
need more flexibility to meet the mandates of the rules. These recommendations, coupled with 
the 
framework of manufacturing and quality controls that FDA has proposed, wi11 lower the 
economic burden of this 1u1c lo a level which responsible companies in th.e dietary supplement 
industry are able to bear, without compromising the legitimate goals ofcGMPs. Consumers can 
also be assured that safe and affordable dietary supplement products from a variety of 
manufacturers remain available. 

I urge FDA Co give full consideration to my comments while also acting swiftly to issue n find 
rule that is not overly burdensome and will allow the industry to continue to provide consumers 
with a wide variety of safe, affordable, and high-quality dietary supplements. 

Sincerely, 

Vice President, Marketing 


